TULARE BASIN WATERSHED PARTNERSHIP MEETING NOTES – 9.25.20
(Zoom video call)

Meeting Purpose:
To deepen understanding of our collective intent and actions we might take to advance it.

Desired outcomes:
1. Understanding and agreement on Draft Charters Elements
2. Review of the French Meadows project; outcomes, lessons learned that are transferable
to the Tulare Basin Watershed
3. Awareness of the types of projects the Network can pursue, with an introduction to one
project concept as an example
4. A set of actions and next steps
Welcome: Carole Combs opened the meeting, welcomed all and noted participants joining for
the first time – Don Cameron, Andy Fecko (Guest Speaker-French Meadows Project), Kelly
Kucharski, Riley Nolan, Julie Vance and Kristen Waltz [Roster pp. 12-13 below includes
affiliations and email addresses of all participants]. Carole thanked all attendees for joining -especially at this particularly difficult time due extreme fire and COVID-19 impacts.
Meeting orientation:
- Robert Gould (RG - Ag Innovations, Senior Facilitator) provided Zoom call technical tips
and reviewed the agenda (link); Suzannah Sosman (Ag Innovations, Program Manager)
- Dezaraye Bagalayos (TBWP Program Coordinator) will take rough meeting notes
- Design Team members, all will facilitate the Charter Element breakout groups:
- Safeeq Kahn (SK - UC ANR Watershed Specialist)
- Jeff Powers (JP - Sequoia Riverlands Trust Stewardship Director)
- Carole Combs (CKC - TBWP Executive Director/Board Secretary-Treasurer)
- Matt Hurley (MH - WM Pros CEO and McMullin Area GSA General Manager)

Building agreement on the (revised draft) Charter Elements:
● RG stated that the intent of the draft Charter Elements (link) is to clarify the kind of work
we intend to do and that Design Team members would provide general overviews of
each Charter Element next – before assembling attendees in pre-assigned breakout
groups. He noted that slides with alternative suggestions initialed “PP” indicate Paul
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Peschel’s contributions -- for review in breakout groups.
● JP read the Purpose Statement [“The Tulare Basin Watershed Partnership Network
collaborates with a full range of stakeholders and leaders within and beyond the Kings,
Kaweah, Tule and Kern River watersheds—headwaters to groundwater—to generate
innovative solutions to advance ecosystem and watershed resilience, socio-economic
sustainability and adaptability to climate variability for all] “and One-liner [“We work
together in innovative ways to advance socio-economic and watershed resilience.”].
● RG clarified that the Purpose Statement and One-liner are what we are about and what
we do together, comprising the Network’s unique “niche”.
● RG responded to a question from Dennis Tristao re: how we are defining
socio-economic sustainability as “recognizing linkages between natural, social, and
economic systems”.
● RG responded to a comment from Julie Allen about the use of the word “resilience” as a
stumbling block not well understood by the general public and her suggestion to
substitute “sustainability” for “resilience”, indicating this would be a good Charter
breakout group discussion item (note: it was discussed in the Breakout)
● SK reviewed the Resilience definition [“The capacity of a system – whether social,
economic, or ecological –to anticipate, absorb, respond to, and learn from shocks and
stresses in order to protect public health, wellbeing, and ecosystems – and to minimize
economic disruption.”]
- He also reviewed the Critical Shift slide graphic [see the Charter Elements live
link above for this graphic], clarifying that resilience as defined in the Charter
differs from sustainability In that resilience is a system’s ability to bounce back
from shocks.
- The focus of resilience in the Critical Shift slide is on economic, social, and
ecosystem systems (on the left/lower side of the slide) which are nested within
one another and integrated (on the upper/right side of the slide); the integration
expressed on the upper right of the Critical Shift graphic expresses the
attainment of sustainability through the integration of economic, social, and
ecosystem systems reflecting that the economy is a subsystem within society and
that both are subsystems of the ecosystem/ecosphere.
● Julie Allen advised that use of “resilience” in the One-liner will require Network
participants to be thoroughly prepared to explain “resilience” [as defined above].
● RG further clarified the Critical Shift slide, acknowledging that some participants will
lean toward thinking on the right/ fully integrated side of the slide and some will lean
toward thinking on the left/less integrated side of the slide. “That range of thinking will
allow us to sharpen our capacity and perspective and increase diversity of thought and
creativity. There is room for all in this approach.”
● SK added: “Depending on where you look, you might find pockets or areas that fall on
either side; it’s not a matter of left or right, much will fall in between. This is our way of
presenting this in a three-dimensional way.”
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● CKC up next for review of the the Big Goal and Guiding Principles slides: Starting with
the Big Goal slide [“The Network implements innovative solutions to achieve ecosystem
and watershed resilience across the Tulare Basin by 2030” (revised from 2040 to 2030
per a June 26 kick off meeting suggestion)], she noted that we are using the word
“resilience” here again, and if we continue to do that, the Network will need to include
this definition of resilience as one component of a comprehensive public outreach and
education program.
[The following comments were offered to help refine the Big Goal wording.]
● Steve Haze (chat): use “regional watershed self-sufficiency” instead of “resilience” in the
Big Goal statement?
● Barbara Brydolf and Gary Adest (chat): why are we not using “regenerative” instead of
“sustainable”?
● Dennis Tristao (chat): likes the term “resilience” and looks forward to further
discussion. “I do think that 2030 may be upon us by tomorrow. Time goes fast.”
● Larry Saslaw (chat): would the term “health or healthy” be more familiar to most
people, defining “health” as resilient and sustainable?
● Barbara (chat): self-sufficiency implies a go-it-alone situation, untied to other
watersheds -- not the image we want to project.
● Julie Allen (chat): I’m with Barbara on “self-sufficiency” and with Dennis on timeframe.
[RG asked to delay overview of the Guiding Principles and put the Scope of Work slide on the
screen; JP read it, and everyone took five minutes to review it. See the Charter live link above
for the contents of this slide.]
● Gary: “Where is the Why?
● MH: the Network is convening because there is an intuitive understanding of the
“why”—an understanding that is foundational to the Scope of Work components which
describe what the Network intends to do.
● Gary: the understanding is that we all know we are living in a degraded state, and it
would make sense to make “regenerative” a part of our language.
● MH: the word “regenerative” will need further discussion in the breakout group I will
facilitate which will include Gary.
● RG: “regenerative” is a newer term; some may not know it or be comfortable with it;
we’ll need to spend some time defining it.
● Dennis (chat): “resilience” [as defined above] covers “healthy” and “sustainable” and is
apropos of considering what we are going through today. He agrees with Matt’s
comment(s).
● Kristen Waltz (chat): the “why” could be the Purpose.
● Julie Vance (chat): the “where” is too broad; add upland habitat specific to Valley floor
habitat“, i.e. “grasslands or scrublands” in addition to “forest” in the “where” statement
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to make it more specific.
● Richard Harriman (chat): Do we want to include air quality in the list of resources to be
protected?
● RG: We are looking at different ways to problem solve and to create new outcomes for
the region.
[RG put the Guiding Principles slide on the screen, and CKC asked all to read it -- see the
Charter live link above for this slide]
● CKC noted that the idea here is that the Network will need to have a set of core values
[flexible and broad enough to guide the Network in any situation it may encounter
going forward]. She commented that Paul Peschel submitted comments in advance of
this meeting that boil down the components listed on the slide to balance,
collaboration, and leadership. She stated that a discussion of the Big Goal and Guiding
Principles would follow in her breakout group.
(RG put the Roadmap and Objectives slide on the screen; see Charter live link above for this
slide.]
● MH provided an overview of the Roadmap, recognizing that the Phase 1 Convening kick
off meeting on June 26 was “electric” and that the Phase 2 Exploring we’re now in -while seemingly mundane -- is important for getting to know the people involved
through conversations that are the “guts and driving force” of the Network. Phase 3
Envisioning is an exciting landscape holistic approach [that will begin with project
discussions later in today’s meeting]. Phase 4 Innovating will require us to “think
outside the box”, and Phase 5 Integrating will require us to “grow governance”. “This is
a ground up approach; we aren’t looking for top-down governance.”
● MH summarized the Objectives as continuing to build and grow the Network as a
cohesive group that works together, identifies projects and implements them
collaboratively.
● Dennis (chat): “Providing we all agree that controlled burns are an integral part of
forest health (just one component of air quality), then yes.”
● RG: [regarding the Objective “Identify, develop, fund and prepare to launch 1-2 pilot
projects] “We will begin exploring pilot projects later today. We expect to meet our
objectives through these phases.”
● MH: [regarding Governance] “We envision consensus decision-making. We won’t
always agree but we can reach consensus to support one another or fall back on voting
if push comes to shove. The Design Team has spent a lot of time on the draft Charter,
but it is only writing so far. We need to do the work to make it a living document.”
● MH: “There will be ad hoc groups, some of which will need to be led by experts. The
Network will be a “back bone” organization. We’ll need funding -- well-applied and well
managed.”
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Breakout Groups: RG prepared attendees for Charter Element breakout group participation,
stating that the breakout groups will be facilitated by Design Team members, each of whom will
select a note-taker/report-out person for his/her group. The groups: #1 Purpose, One-liner,
Resilience Definition/Critical Shift (SK ); #2 Scope of Work (JP); #3 Big Goal, Guiding Principles
(CKC); and #4 Roadmap, Objectives, & Governance (MH). He reviewed the criteria for
consensus decision-making that each breakout group should follow [stated in the Governance
slide –“Consensus means the group reaches a decision that everyone understands, can support
publicly and privately and is willing to implement”].
[The breakout groups convened for 40 minutes.]
Breakout Groups “report out”:
● #1, SK: Purpose Statement too wordy, names of region could be moved to Scope of
Work; we have a working statement that we agreed to. One-liner should not include
terms that need to be defined; need new clarified one-liner. Definition of resilience as
capacity of system . . . to anticipate, absorb, learn from needs addition of “disruption”,
which is more important. Didn’t get to Critical Shift.
● #2, Dezaraye Bagalayos: Scope of Work needs additional information on “where” to
make sure people know WHERE we are talking about; provide summaries and
definitions. Re: “how”, one good way to be unique is to look at the IRWM regions and
see how those efforts could be expanded upon and what they have failed at that we
could potentially pick up on.
● #3, Nina Hemphill: Big Goal is too wordy, needs simplification; we changed the end
date back to 2040 because 2030 would be too soon to achieve goals and recommended
setting periodic benchmarks toward 2040. Guiding Principles are too wordy; we
recommended striking the primary principles and word-smithing by the break-out
group to follow after this meeting. Preferred Paul’s condensed version, especially the
beginning words [balance, collaboration, and leadership].
●

[Please note: On 9.28, CKC emailed proposed revisions for the Big Goal and Guiding
Principles based on the 9.25 breakout group discussions to the breakout group
members and requested a thumbs (“I can live with this”) or thumbs down. All six
breakout group members gave the following Big Goal and Guiding Principles/Core
Values revisions a thumbs up, preferring a “less is more” approach to both -- pending
review by the larger group: Big Goal revision – Reach whole watershed health by 2040,
meeting five-year benchmarks. Guiding Principles/Core Values revision (applicable
broadly -- in all situations): Balance, Collaboration, and Leadership.]

● #4, MH: The breakout members agreed that the Roadmap and Objectives are fine.
There was a general conversation about the assumption that the group understood the
“why”. The breakout members suggested sending out a “why” piece to the larger
group.
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Connecting Upper & Lower Watersheds: The French Meadows Approach as a Potential
Solution
MH: “We’ve been working on the Charter for a while now and as we move from the
theoretical to the practical we thought we could bring in someone to talk to us about a
successful collaborative project analogous to what we might do as well.”
Andy Fecko, General Manager-Placer County Water Agency (PCWA), joined the
meeting to describe the successful French Meadows project (link French Meadows
Lessons Learned):
-

Placer County is a forested region. PCWA formed in 1957 as a water agency for a
quarter of a million people in the headwaters of the Middle Fork of the American
River. PCWA has an Ag function for rice, mandarins, and wine. It is the regional
merchant generator of hydro-energy and has a five-member elected Board. The
King fire six years ago barely missed the Tahoe Basin and was the PCWA call to
action.

-

PCWA put together a business plan for the watershed -- thinning work to bring
catastrophic fire down, reduce intensity of moving fire, keep fire on the ground
and achieve the dual goals of maintaining water quality/quantity and restoring
lands for endemic species.

-

We didn’t have enough money to go it alone, so we found other partners with
funding capacity, experience in forest management, scientists on staff, and
research capacity -- The Nature Conservancy (TNC), American Rivers Conservancy
(ARC), Sierra Nevada Conservancy (SNC), Placer County and UC Merced-Sierra
Nevada Research Institute (UCM-SNRI). We also partnered with the Federal
government/USDA Forest Service so we could work on Forest Service lands and
private lands to do a holistic project ~ 10,000 acres.

-

The Forest Service had had a project in the region on the shelf for over a decade,
but the project wasn’t profitable enough for private industry to engage in. The
PCWA is not a profit center, but if we can sell logs we do -- $16-18 M is the
potential cost of logging on 22,000 acres.

-

The landscape is not ready to accept cultural burning. It’s been logged over 2-3
times and hasn’t been burned in 80 years. What needs to be done first is
mechanical hand-thinning. That’s the stage we are in now at the end of our
second year of this operation.

-

We are removing ladder fuels, chipping where possible and taking the chips to a
bio-fuels facility. The whole time we are asking “how will fire interact with what
we are doing?” We are identifying critical meadow complexes that are
overgrown.

-

Project financing is an interesting mix. This is partially funded by PCWA. Everyone
brings something to the partnership. If you have a stake/an interest you will
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-

bring dollars to match and protect the surrounding forest from human activity.
TNC has brought in a lot of money to the meadow conversation. The Forest
Service has brought in $3.5 M. SNC has brought in State funding through GHG
reduction funds with access to additional wildlife funds. Other Federal sources
have provided $3M.
Of the $16-18M needed, we have raised about $9M. PCWA will put in another
$1M. It’s a seven-year long project, with four years of mechanical work, then
three years of prescribed fire on the land.”

RG: Can you share insights or lessons learned so far?
Andy: Environmental work on Federal land requires NEPA and consultation and the
State requires CEQA. If you REALLY want to get a project on the ground, find a local
agency to take charge of NEPA and CEQA. We financed NEPA and CEQA, which took us
18 months rather than the typical 36-38 months. We contracted out the work to
ex-Forest Service workers and paid for it “out of pocket.”
Lessons learned on the ground: whatever you think your project is when you start is
probably not what it will be when you get it on the ground. When we started there
were preconceived notions about desired forest density. When you do your NEPA and
CEQA, leave room for alternatives.
Dennis (chat): How long did NEPA and CEQA take? Did you get a grant for NEPA and
CEQA work? Is the LLC your group worked with still in existence?
Julie Allen: What is your measure of success for this project? Are you looking to
increase water quantity at such and such a cost? How are you selling this to Ag users?
Andy: We are NOT selling it based on increased water yield. Our UC Merced folks are
doing great science and is looking to answer that question. But I didn’t need to sell it
that way due to our vulnerability to sedimentation and large debris impacts. At one
reservoir we had a multi-million cost for sediment removal and will soon spend over
$3M on another reservoir from sedimentation and large woody debris. This is the
easiest sell; these kinds of impacts are untenable and we can’t afford to dredge like this.
Nina Hemphill (chat): On the Sequoia NF we had a Plumas corporation work on
NEPA/CEQA paid for by a grant that Trout Unlimited received from the State. This
included surveys and reports required for NEPA/CEQA. Our focus was meadows, but we
also considered thinning in the sub-watershed to protect the watershed.
Sarah Campe (chat): The Great Basin Institute is also a strong partner for Sequoia NF. It
has an existing agreement with the Forest and capacity to do surveys.
Bruce Roberts: You mentioned checkerboard ownership pattern – were there
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compatible goals with other landowners?
Andy: Yes.
Richard: Is all your transactional documentation available? Your model is really spot on.
Andy: Yes, this is all public stuff. Robert and I can work together on this. We will put
our documents in a drop box and make that available. The actual on the ground forestry
work is done by private contractors under a master stewardship agreement that
described the kind of work and standards. The County in this case was the best entity to
hold this. All the workers are contracted and are NOT Forest Service. The Forest Service
can inspect any time. It’s far easier to do it this way.
Richard: Did you get GHG credits?
Andy: Interesting question. I’ll get the answer. I don’t know if non-profits can hold
those credits. Ten-years is the standard contract. You folks know what you want to do
but be flexible in your approach, as things can change. Learn as you go. Partnership has
to be strong and resilient. It’s helpful to have NGO involvement on the environmental
side. Partners from TNC helped us to manage this; TNC did a lot of communication up
front.
Dennis (chat): The drop box idea is excellent. This is a textbook example, or I would say
a new chapter, on what can be accomplished.
Sarah (chat): Have to drop off. This was an excellent presentation – a great example of
the role partners can play in headwaters restoration!
Andy: The scope and scale can be overwhelming. How do you eat the elephant? One
bite at a time. Be focused around important assets. Whatever the focal point is, if you
identify where your interests overlap, that is your project area. Good to know how
much you can bite off.
SK: How do we bring folks from the Valley to see the potential need for this work?
Speak to water quality.
Andy: For us as a water utility it’s been difficult to go from dealing with the cleanest
water in the State to heavily polluted water. Water quality is the most important selling
point. Humans don’t think on a multi-generational timescale so promoting that mindset
is very important, at least in the most important parts of the tributary. The lesson from
the King fire is the closer you burn to the water line the worse off you will be. If you can
keep the riparian corridor intact you have greater likelihood to survive a megafire.
Barbara & Gary (chat): Could Andy speak to the follow up prescribed maintenance
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burning?
Dennis (chat): As I recall, Lake Success is looking at a $150M cost to raise the dam and
increase capacity in part due to sedimentation.
Andy: This is the big lift. You have to do the mechanical hand work first, reset the
baseline, then do prescribed fire. The goal is to maintain with fire once we’ve
completed the project. Put the 32,000 acres in a [prescribed] fire program.
RG: What is the level of confidence that research being done will show benefits around
increased water quantity? How happy are you about this project?
Andy: Everyone is ecstatic. We’re not done yet. It’s public perception and you have to
do outreach. We’ve gotten great work done for the money. Water quantity? I feel like
when we are done with this project we will be better able to answer this question. Book
ends. Design and implement the forests of the future now. Over the next decade we
will be able to increase base flow by 5-15% by managing our forests.
MH: The focus should be on riparian corridors, the stream areas. The first pilot project
we are going to look at is the Sequoias to the Sloughs Deer Creek Riparian Corridor
project concept.
Exploring Collaborative Opportunities: A conceptual project proposal – Sequoias to the
Sloughs Deer Creek Riparian Corridor
(See maps below at the end of the Notes; Concept One-pager here)
CKC: This is a brief overview of an example of one type of project the Network could do
that is potentially replicable on other riparian corridors in the Tulare Basin – creation of
a system of interconnected protected and working areas headwaters to groundwater as
a multi-benefit climate adaptation “safety net”. [Please refer to the two maps in the live
links as well as the Concept One-pager for more information.]
During 2006-2010 the TBWP the Tulare Basin Wildlife Partners (now the Tulare Basin
Watershed Partnership – TBWP) prepared four Conceptual Area Protection Plan report
documents for CDFW, entailing preparation of the Tulare Basin Planning Areas and
Corridors map which Robert is screen-sharing. During this time we evaluated and
prioritized riparian corridor project needs and opportunities. The Sequoias to the
Sloughs Deer Creek Riparian Corridor project opportunity rose to the top as our highest
priority because Deer Creek is the only undammed, most pristine stream in the Tulare
Basin.
The headwaters of Deer Creek are in the Giant Sequoias area of Sequoia NF and the
lower watershed/sloughs are in the historic Ton Tache wetlands area in the vicinity of
Allensworth, Alpaugh, and Tachi Yokut lands. (Robert is screen sharing the TBWP report
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map prepared for Tulare County Association of Governments in 2008, for a closer look at
this area.)
The TBWP, along with pre-existing key Sierra RCD and SS RWMG partners, met with
Sequoia NF staff in April and discussed the likelihood that Sequoia NF would be willing to
play a role in a landscape scale headwaters to groundwater project on Deer Creek.
Additional potential partners in this project with previous contact history by the TBWP
and Sequoia Riverlands Trust (SRT) are working lands ranchers downstream from SNF,
SRT, NRCS (with broadly applicable project funding and private landowner conservation
programs, including arundo eradication), Pixley Irrigation District/Lower Tule River
Irrigation Districts (PID/LTRID) and respective GSAs, the Tule Basin Land and Water
Conservation Trust, communities of Allensworth and Alpaugh, Tachi Yokuts Tribe, Deer
Creek Storm Water District, Angiola Water District/Tri-County Water Authority GSA,
Pixley National Wildlife Refuge, BLM Atwell Island Project, Colonel Allensworth Historic
State Park, the CDFW Allensworth Ecological Reserve and others yet TBD.
This project concept has enough pieces “ready to go” that the Design Team is offering it
as a first potential pilot project for consideration by the Network. At the December 11
Network meeting, Dan Vink (former PID/LTRID General Manager, now Principal of Six33
Solutions) will provide additional relevant information about the Lower Deer Creek
Watershed Plan now underway with $650K in NRCS PL-566 funding, as well as other
related activities he is engaged in the lower Deer Creek watershed. We will have a much
more in depth discussion of this project opportunity at the December 11 Network
meeting.
Another project type idea, as Andy made clear, could include projects dealing with the
very serious fire-related sedimentation issues existing and expected to increase in the
reservoirs on all four major Tule Basin watersheds. Yet another project type could be
creation of a regional water bank in the Tulare Lake heartbed. All ideas will be welcome
and important. The Deer Creek Riparian Corridor project one-pager Robert is
screen-sharing may serve as a template for future project recommendations by Network
participants.
RG: Other questions and ideas?
Julie Allen: Great project framing for the project in Deer Creek, but what is the actual
project being done? What are the benefits?
CKC: The primary benefit is creation of a connected, functioning riparian corridor to
project the health of the corridor headwaters to groundwater. Other potential benefits
include improvements to human quality of life and health, ecosystem restoration and
resiliency of lands along the corridor, eradication of invasive species. We don’t have all
the answers now.
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SK: Answering what the on the ground benefits would be -- from internal discussions,
benefits would include identifying endangered endemic species along the corridor and
improving habitat, as well as stabilizing landscapes to be more fire resilient.
Richard: Quantify -- a cost-benefit analysis to satisfy Federal and State
Denise Kadara: Another benefit would be ecotourism that would complement other
activities that are already underway. When you talk about socio-economic benefits,
there are communities there [in the lower watershed] that need to be part of this
conversation.
Larry: Thinking of White River, we are looking at water recharge around Deer Creek.
RG: That’s another great benefit to highlight. Is this/are these/ the kinds of project(s)
that are of interest to you and your entities?
All: Many yeses!
Next Steps – Action Items overview:
RG:
- Next meeting will be December 11, 2020
- Charter revisions by the Design Team and the potentially Breakout groups
- Follow-up with a Survey and/or brief interviews
- Invitation to connect with another network member to get to know them and their
interests in general and relative to the network
- Revision of the Project Concept to include more details on outcomes and actions
MH: Many of the worries and concerns that Andy’s group is dealing with are what we
are now looking at. We need to be thinking about all the layers – and layers of projects
that we need to weave together.
SK: As we are thinking in terms of watershed management for the future, we need to be
thinking about what we can do right now to mitigate the impacts we may face in the
coming years.
Larry: does the Sequoia NF have ready, thought-through projects now?
Julie Allen: Probably not. Fire suppression takes so much of the budget that little is left
for management. I suspect the Forest will have a number of high priority projects that
they will need help with. Many of the projects are led by NGOs. I think Teresa Benson
[Sequoia NF Supervisor] and her staff and rangers would be interested. We need to sell
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this approach. But in order to establish a paradigm [for this type of project] in this part
of the world, we need to hop to it.
Cathy Capone (chat): Julie is correct, we need to have a statement of what the project
will improve with a view to highlighting a publicly-facing goal which will gather interest
in the donor and public community.
Closing comments:
MH: We did a better job of managing our time today but not sure I like it better. I’m
looking forward to working with the group and very much looking forward to being able
to gather in person.
Dennis (chat): I like the breakout group practice.
Chris Sanders: The Sequoia NF has twelve meadow restoration projects that have NEPA
completed, with great partnership and success. The Dry 6 Meadow project is completed,
and we will do another one in Parker Meadow. The Deer Creek Corridor project
proposal actually got me excited thinking about what’s in that particular watershed. In
the last ten years or so we’ve been talking about doing work in the Deer Creek Giant
Sequoias Grove and thinking about how to put together recreation-related structures.
Linking ecotourism [in the Sequoia NF Deer Creek Giant Sequoias area] to a [Network]
Deer Creek corridor project would be very exciting. We could go after a number of
partners for this. The partnerships formed from the Sequoia NF meadow restoration
projects have been exciting.
Cathy (chat): Matt, you are correct. I am 70 and not willing to waste one day. There are
important goals to achieve, so let’s get going! The breakout sessions are important to
allow more attendees to be active participants.
Denise: Julie, your comments are right on target and will get people thinking and
talking. We [the Allensworth Progressive Association] have some projects going that I
think will be beneficial to this group.
Meeting adjourned at 4:35 p.m.
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NETWORK PARTICIPANT ROSTER – 9.25.20 MEETING UPDATE
[Asterisked attended 9.25.20 Network Meeting]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

*Adest, Gary – Co-owner-River Ridge Ranch, RR Institute Pres.,info@river-ridge.net
Adest, Emma – Generation Z TBWP Network Advisor, piecebookworm@gmail.com
*Allen, Julie – retired SNF Planner, SRT Board Secy., julallen@springvillewireless.com
*Austin, John – retired SEKI Planner, author, TBWP Board, john_t_austin@yahoo.com
*Bagalayos, Dez – TBWP Prg .Coord., Dezaraye@tularebasinwatershedpartnership.org
Bahm, Jesse – NRCS Area Biologist, TBWP Advisor, jesse.bahm@usda.gov
Benson, Teresa – SNF Supervisor, teresa.bensen@usda.gov
Brigham, Christy – SEKA Chief Resource Mgmt. & Science, Christy.Brigham@nps.gov
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9. Brown, Laura – J.G. Boswell Co. Natural Resources Manager, lbrown@jgboswell.com
10. *Brydolf, Barbara – Co-owner-RR Ranch, CNPS Alta Peak Pres., bbrydolf@gmail.com
11. Butterfield, Scott – TNC SJV Rstrtn. Strategy Lead Scientist, scott.butterfield@tnc.org
12. *Cameron, Don – Terranova Ranch, Inc. President, dcamerion@terranovaranchinc.com
13. *Campe, Sarah – SNC South Area Representative, sarah.campe@sierranevada.ca.gov
14. *Capone, Cathy – Tule River Parkway Assoc. Pres., cathycaponemail@gmail.com
15. Charley, Dirk – Dunlap Mono Tribe Liaison, dcharley@gmail.com
16. Chrisman, Mike – former CNRA Secy., WEF Board Chair, mike.chrisman44@gmail.com
17. *Combs, Carole – TBWP Board Secy.-Treas. & ED, ccombs@thegrid.net
18. *Fecko, Andy – (Guest) Gen. Mgr, Placer Co. Water Agency, afecko@pcwa.net
19. Ferranti, Annee – CDFW Environmental Program Mgr., annee.ferranti@wildlife.ca.gov
20. Fukuda, Aaron – TID General Mgr., Mid-Kaweah GSA Int. Mgr., afk@tulareid.com
21. Goode, Ron – Chariman-N. Fork Mono Tribe, rwgoode911@hotmail.com
22. *Gould, Robert – Sr. Facilitator- Ag Innovations, robert@aginnovations.org
23. Gutteriez, Raymond – Wuksachi Band-Mono Tribe, rgutteriez@gmail.com
24. *Hagman, Mike – Lindmore ID Gen. Mgr., EKGSA ED, mhagman@lindmoreid.com
25. Hansen, Rob – TBWP Board Pres., COS Biology Prof., hansenbioconsulting@gmail.com
26. Hardwick, Paul – Information Resources Branch Chief-SEKI, paul_hardwick@nps.gov
27. *Harriman, Richard – Harriman Law, TBWP Advisor, harrimanlaw1@sbcglobal.net
28. *Hart, Abigail – TNC SJV Strategic Restoration Programs Director, abigail.hart@tnc.org
29. *Haze, Steve – Sierra RCD District Manager, shaze@sierrarcd.com
30. *Hemphill, Nina – BLM CASO Aquatic Habitat Mngmnt. Prgrm., nhemphill@blm.gov
31. Herrera, Maria – Reg. CV Director External Affairs, maria.herrera@gov.ca.gov
32. *Hurley, Matt – Gen. Mgr.-McMullin Area GSA, TBWP Advisor, mhurley@wmpros.org
33. *Kadara, Denise – TBWP Brd, Allensworth Ctty Ldr., CV-RWQC Brd, dedestined@aol.com
34. *Kadara, Kayode – TBWP Advsr., Allnswrth Ctty Ldr., SH Entrps. Board, kfkadra@aol.com
35. Kamansky, Bobby – SS RWMG Coordinator, southernsierrairwmp.com
36. *Khan, Safeeq – UC ANR Water & Watershed Sciences Specialist, msafeeq@ucanr.edu
37. *Kucharski, Kelly – Sierra RCD District & Program Admin., kkucharski@sierrarcd.com
38. Larsen, Mark – KDWCD Gen. Mgr., SRT Board, mlarsen@kdwcd.com
39. *Lee, Soua – KRCD Assoc. Resources Analyst, KBWA Prgrm. Mgr., slee@krcd.org
40. *Livingston, Adam – SRT Planning & Policy Director, adam@sequoiariverlands.org
41. Macintosh, Ryan – Tachi-Yokut Tribe EPA Div. Mgr., rmacintosh@tachi-yokut-nsn.gov
42. Osterling, Eric – GKGSA Gen. Mgr., eosterling@greaterkaweahgsa.org
43. *Nolan, Riley – Tulare Irrigation District Intern (for A. Fukuda), ran@tulareid.com
44. *Peschel, Paul – KRCD General Manager, ppeschel@krcd.org
45. *Powers, Jeff – SRT Stewardship Director, jeff@sequoiariverlands.org
46. *Roberts, Bruce – TBWP, ret. Dean CSUF Plnt Sci-Agrnmy., baroberts@csufresno.edu
47. Samuelian, Ron – Provost & Pritchard President, rsamuelian@ppeng.com
48. *Sanders, Chris – SNF Wildlife & Fisheries Prgm. Mgr., chris.sanders@usda.gov
49. *Saslaw, Larry – TBWP, ret. BLM Sup. Wldlf. Biologist, Larry7719@sbcglobal.net
50. *Sosman, Suzannah – Ag Innovations Program Mgr., suzannah@aginnovations.org
51. Tennant, Erin – CDFW Env. Scntst., TBWP Advsr., erin.tennant@wildlife.ca.gov
52. Thoburn, Brian – SCE SJV Government Affairs Mgr., brian.thoburn@sce.com
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53. *Tristao, Dennis – Tulare Lake RCD, DennisTristao@gmail.com
54. Valdez, Jesse – N. Fork Mono Tribe-Lindsay, ariesgoathead@gmail.com
55. *Vance, Julie – CDFW Region 4 Manager, julie.vance@wildlife.ca.gov
56. Vink, Dan – Six-33 Solutions Principal, dan@six33solutions.com
57. *Waltz, Kristen – SNF Acting Forest Ecosystem Staff Officer, Kristen.Waltz@usda.gov
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